Managed Care Intelligence

What if you could understand which contracts are critical and which ones are hurting your business?
What if you could draw insights from historical performance to maximize contract value and profitability?
What if you could leverage invaluable internal contract data and third-party market data to perfect your contracting and rebating strategies?

Enhance Managed Care Contracting Performance and Strategy

Managed care payers are an important part of a pharmaceutical manufacturer’s go-to-market strategy. The robustness of managed care business can spell the difference between commercial success and failure, for both individual drugs and for an entire portfolio. However, many manufacturers lack an easily repeatable process for determining contract and rebate effectiveness.

A pharmaceutical company may have to deal with thousands of managed care contracts in a single year. Contract and sales managers must have access to timely and actionable market information in order to effectively optimize contract value and subsequently drive pull-through. Given the high volume of contracts that are up for renewal, intuition can often play an outsized role in strategy and forecasting at the expense of analytical rigor.

Model N Managed Care Intelligence

Managed Care Intelligence gives pharma managed care contracting and sales leaders access to rich internal and external aggregated data through a visualized view into how their contracted managed care business is performing across multiple dimensions (customers, products, rebates). By delivering key external and internal contracting KPIs — from volume and rebate analysis to formulary behavior — Managed Care Intelligence powerful analytics capabilities allow managed care leaders to boost contract performance and profitability by more quickly reacting to changing market dynamics.

- Receive key insights into market performance
- Understand market share and volume trends, formulary tier impact, and rebate effectiveness
- Determine which payers you should contract with and how
- Formulate contracting and rebating strategies that enhance long-term performance and overall profitability
Business Review

Analysis By Customer

- Analyze KPIs by date range

Analysis By Product

- Analyze product performance and compare to competitor products

Analysis By Tier

- Analyze performance of formulary tiers

Rebate Performance

Summary Metrics

About Model N

Model N is the leader in Revenue Management Cloud solutions. Model N helps its customers maximize their revenues by maximizing sell time, revenues per opportunity and number of opportunities. Model N Cloud solutions manage every dollar that impacts the customer’s top line and transforms the revenue lifecycle from a series of disjointed operations into a strategic end-to-end process. With deep industry expertise, Model N supports the unique business needs of life science and technology companies across more than 100 countries. Global customers include: Actavis, Amgen, Atmel, Boston Scientific, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Dell, Johnson & Johnson, Linear Technology, Merck, Marvell, Micron, Nokia, Novartis, and STMicroelectronics. Learn more at: http://www.modeln.com.